MANIFESTO

I, Aditya Karale (160040033), if elected as Mess Secretary, will proposed to undertake the following tasks during my tenure.

INITIATIVES:

introduce a tiffin in free field to promote the hostel culture and interaction in students.

Will try to introduce zero wastage day to get an idea of minimum food wastage to create awareness.

GENERAL DUTIES :

1. Ensure that food and items are maintained properly.

2. Ensure that mess will be kept clean and hygiene.

3. Make sure that menu is not repetitive.

4. Ensure mess menu is updated uploaded on forum, hostel website.

5. Conduct special meals on different festivals and celebrations.

6. Ensure that veg and non-veg food items are stored and prepared separately.

7. Pest control will be done 3-4 times in a semester.

8. Ensure the availability of liquid soap and towels.

9. Will introduce different type of ice-creams and sweets.

10. Keep late night snacks in end sem and mid sem nights.

11. Keep check on complaint register.
12. organize **Gala dinner** once in a semester and **Valfi** at the end of the ‘academic year.

13. Will remain in **touch with mess councils of other hostels** to try to incorporate the good features.

14. conduct **tea party** once in a semester.

15. will arrange **special dinners and regional dinners**.

16. will provide **KFC and McDonalds** ordering available.

**FOLLOW UPS:**

Arrange more towels in hand wash area.

Will propose demand for bread toaster.

**AS A HOSTEL COUNCIL MEMBER:**

Will cooperate with council members.

Will coordinate in hostel fests like GALA, PAF, GCs, Valfi etc.